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Integration mechanisms of ABM and GIS  

First way: ABM and GIS are 
two separate software 

products 

Second way: Creation of the 
uniform system . 

Integration of ABM and GIS into 
a single system, called 

 
 
 

or  
 
  
 

depending on which one was 
used as the basis of integration 

First type of binding: Weak 
communication –asynchronous 

operations 

Second type of binding :  
a strong connection through  
COM and .NET interfaces; 
simultaneous execution of 

program code 

1) GIS-centric 

2) ABM-centric 





Normalized value of the result of the test while 
performing operation «ShapeCopy» using various 
programming languages (Cederholm, 2010) 



1. GraphicTracker 
2. Dynamic display 
3. Temporal Feature layer 





IGraphicTracker graphicTracker = new GraphicTrackerClass(); 

graphicTracker.Initialize(((IMxDocument)m_application.Document).Maps.get_Item

(0) as IBasicMap); 

for (int agent = 0; agent < agentQuantity; agent++) 

{ 

IPoint point = new PointClass(); 

point.PutCoords (X[agent], Y[agent]); 

IColor color = new RgbColorClass() { Red = 0, Green = 0, Blue = 0 }; 

ISimpleMarkerSymbol simpleMarkerSymbol = new 

SimpleMarkerSymbolClass(); 

simpleMarkerSymbol.Color = color; 

simpleMarkerSymbol.Size = 5; 

simpleMarkerSymbol.Style = esriSimpleMarkerStyle.esriSMSCircle; 

IGraphicTrackerSymbol myPointSymbol = 

graphicTracker.CreateSymbol(simpleMarkerSymbol as ISymbol, null); 

id[agent] = graphicTracker.Add(point, myPointSymbol); 

}4 

Using IGraphicTracker interface and Add() method in Visual Studio 





IIdentify identify = (IIdentify)((IMxDocument)m_application.Document).Maps.get_Item(0).get_Layer(4); 

IArray idArray = null; 

IIdentifyObj identifyObj = null; 

for (int i = 0; i < length; i++) 

{ 

for (int agent = 0; agent < graphicTracker.Count; agent++) 

{ 

X[id[agent]] = X[id[agent]] + step; 

Y[id[agent]] = Y[id[agent]] + step; 

graphicTracker.SetLabel(id[agent], ""); 

point.PutCoords(X[id[agent]], Y[id[agent]]); 

graphicTracker.MoveTo(id[agent], X[id[agent]], Y[id[agent]], 0); 

idArray = identify.Identify(point); 

if (idArray != null) 

{ 

identifyObj = (IIdentifyObj)idArray.get_Element(0); 

graphicTracker.SetLabel(id[agent], identifyObj.Name.ToString() + 

" Людей: " + IQueryDef(identifyObj.Name.ToString())); 

} 

((IMxDocument)m_application.Document).ActiveView. 

ScreenDisplay.UpdateWindow(); 

} 

} 







The gravitation model: 
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where 
  
 is the number of people departed from district i; 
  
 is the number of people arrived at district j; 
  
 is the distance between district i and district j; 
  
 are the balancing coefficients. 
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CEMI experience: ABM&GIS 

The demographic ABM of Moscow 

The demographic ABM of Russia ABM of the Vologda region 

ABM of the space industry of Russia 
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Agent-based modeling 
and Simulation for 

EXASCALE Computing  
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 Microsoft AXUM 
 RepastHPC 
 CyberGIS 
 MUSE (Miami University Simulation Environment) 

 Pandora 
 SWAGES 
 HPABM (A Hierarchical Parallel Simulation Framework 

for Spatially-explicit Agent-based Models) 
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Adaptation of agent-based models for 
the supercomputer: our approach 

The model was launched on the supercomputer “Lomonosov”, 
which simulated the socio-economic system of Russia for the 
next 50 years. This ABM is based on the interaction of 100 
million agents, which hypothetically represent the socio-
economic environment of Russia. The behavior of each agent is 
set by a number of algorithms, which describe its actions and 
interaction with other agents in the real world. 



Adaptation of agent-based models for 
the supercomputer: our approach 

Five people participated in the project: two 
specialists of the Central Economic and 
Mathematical Institute of the Russian Academy 
of Sciences (V.L. Makarov, A.R. Bakhtizin) and 
three researches of the Moscow State University 
(V.A. Vasenin, V.A. Roganov, I.A. Trifonov).  The 
data for the modeling was provided by the 
Federal Service of State Statistics and by the 
Russian Monitoring of the Economic Conditions 
and Health of the Population. 



Parallel programming 

It is important to understand that the scaling of 
programs for supercomputers is a fundamental 
problem. Although the regular and supercomputer 
programs carry out the same functionalities, the target 
functions of their development are usually different. 

When the work is done properly and correctly 
significant increase in efficiency is usually achieved on 
the following three levels:  

1. multisequencing of calculation; 

2. specialization of calculative libraries by task; 

3. low-level optimization. 



Specialization and low-level 
optimization 

Before seriously talking about the use of 
supercomputers, the program must be optimized to 
the maximum and adapted to the target hardware 
platform.  If this is not done, the parallel version will 
merely be a good test for the supercomputer, but the 
calculation itself will be highly inefficient.  

In the universal systems of modeling of the 
AnyLogic  type, the procedures presented are 
universal. And a universal code can often be 
optimized for a particular family of tasks. 



Selection of a modeling support 
system 

Certainly, ABM can be programmed without a 
special environment, in any object - based 
language. In addition, the main shortcoming of the 
existing products for creating ABM, is the inability 
to develop projects that would run on a computing 
cluster (i.e. there is no mechanism for paralleling 
the process of executing the program code). 

However, a more reasonable approach would be to 
use one of the proven systems for ABM - because 
of the unified implementation of standard ways of 
interacting agents. 



Selection of a modeling support 
system 

ADEVS is a set of low-level libraries for discrete modeling done in C++ 
language. Some of the advantages worth mentioning are the following: 

─ easy of implementation; 

─ high efficiency of models; 

─ support of basic numerical methods used for modeling ; 

─ built in paralleling of simulation with the help of OpenMP; 

─ the possibility of using standard means of paralleling; 

─ fairly rapid development of libraries in the current time; 

─ cross-platform software; 

─ low-level software (current functionality does not impose any 
restrictions on the model); 

─ independence of  the compiled code on unusual libraries; 

─ open source code. 



The initial agent -based model 

The first stage of development of the ABM, is to construct a 
tool that effectively solves the problem of research on 
conventional computers, as well as adjusting the parameters 
of the model. After its successful testing with a small number 
of agents (about 20 thousand - is the number of agents, with 
which conventional computers are able to perform 
calculations at a satisfactory rate and with good productivity, 
given the complexity of agents) it was decided to convert the 
model so that it could be used on a supercomputer – this was 
the second stage of development.  During the first stage the 
AnyLogic product was used, the technical capabilities of 
which, allowed to debug the model at a satisfactory speed and 
to configure its settings. 



The initial agent -based model 



The specification of the agents of the model was carried 
out taking into consideration the following parameters: 
1) age; 2) life expectancy; 3) specialization of parents; 4) 
place of work; 5) region of residence; 6) income and 
others.  

The specification of regions was carried out, taking into 
consideration the following parameters: 1) geographic 
borders; 2) population; 3) number of workers (by type); 
4) GRP; 5) GRP per capita; 6) volume of investments; 7) 
volume of investments per capita; 8) average salary; 9) 
average life expectancy;  10) index of population 
growth, etc. 

The initial agent -based model 



The major actions of agents are: 

• aging (change from the 
category «children» to category 
«working age adults», and then  
- to «pensioners»); • creating 
family; • giving birth to a child; 
• acquiring profession; • 
religious activity; • change of 
job; • migration to other regions 
(or countries). 

These actions are accompanied 
by the change in the number 
agents within corresponding 
groups with respect to 

(a) ethnicity, (b) religion, 

(c) nationality etc. 

The initial agent -based model 



Due to the difficulties in separating the 
computing part from the presentational part, 
as well as to the realization of the code using 
a high level of the JAVA language the 
productivity of the implementation of the 
code is significantly lower for AnyLogic than 
for ADEVS. Apart from that, it is extremely 
difficult to reprocess the generated code into 
a concurrently executed program. 

Conversion of the model into a 
supercomputer Program 



 The models in the AnyLogic project are kept in the format of an 

XML-file, containing the tree diagram of the parameters necessary 

for the generation of the code: classes of agents, parameters, 

elements of the presentation, descriptions of the UML-diagrams of 

the behavior of agents.  

 During the work of the converter this tree diagram is translated 

into code C++ of the program, calculating this model. The entry of 

the tree is executed “depth wise”. At that, the following key stages 

are marked, and their combination with the translation process is 

carried out.    

• 1. Generating the main parameters.  

• 2. Generating classes.  

• 3. Generating the simulator. 

• 4. Generating shared files of the project 

Translation of the model 



… 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<!-- 

************************************************* 

         AnyLogic Project File  

*************************************************          

--> 

<AnyLogicWorkspace WorkspaceVersion="1.9" AnyLogicVersion="6.5.0.201004141159" AlpVersion="6.5.0"> 

<Model> 

<Id>1245270665890</Id> 

<Name><![CDATA[Society]]></Name> 

<ExcludeFromBuild>false</ExcludeFromBuild> 

<EngineVersion>6</EngineVersion> 

<JavaPackageName><![CDATA[society]]></JavaPackageName> 

<ActiveObjectClasses> 

<!--   =========   Active Object Class   ========  --> 

<ActiveObjectClass> 

<Id>1245270665891</Id> 

<Name><![CDATA[Main]]></Name> 

<ExcludeFromBuild>false</ExcludeFromBuild> 

<ClientAreaTopLeft><X>0</X><Y>0</Y></ClientAreaTopLeft> 

<PresentationTopGroupPersistent>true</PresentationTopGroupPersistent> 

<IconTopGroupPersistent>true</IconTopGroupPersistent> 

<Import><![CDATA[import java.awt.Rectangle;]]></Import> 

<StartupCode><![CDATA 

// присваивание регионам границ 

regions.get(0).set_border(Belgorodskaya_1); 

regions.get(1).set_border(Bryanskaya_1); 

regions.get(2).set_border(Vladimirskaya_1); 

… 

AnyLogic XML-file 



Automatic translator from AnyLogic to ADEVS 



Data from the geoinformation 
component of the initial model (map 
of Russia), containing all of the 
necessary information is imported 
into the model as input data. 

Import of incoming data 



When generating the functions from the tree the following information is 
read: name of function, return type, parameters and its body.  

In the course of the translation the need for the transformation of the initial 
functions code from the Java language to the C++ often arises.  It can be 
presented in the form of sequential replacements of constructions, for 
example: 

• Transformation of cycles: Java-format. 

• Transformation of pointers. Java, unlike C++, does not contain such an 
obvious distinction between the object and the object pointer, hence the 
structure of the work with them does not differ. That is why a list of classes 
is introduced, in which it is important to use operations with object pointers, 
and not with the object itself, and all of the variables of such classes are 
monitored with the subsequent replacement of addresses to the objects with 
corresponding addresses to the object pointers within the framework of the 
given function.  

Generating classes and the 
transformation of the functions code 



• The opening of “black boxes”. In Java, and in the AnyLogic 
library in particular, there is a certain number of functions 
and classes, which do not have analogues in the C++ itself, 
nor in the ADEVS library. Due to this fact additional libraries 
shapes.h, mdb-work.h had been created, which compensate 
for the missing functions.  

• During the generating stage of the main parameters of the 
lists of classes the name of the main class and the names of 
the modulated agent-classes are obtained. The procedure of 
adding an agent into the visibility range of the simulator is 
introduced into the code of the main class. 

Generating classes and the 
transformation of the functions code 



In the process of generating outside objects a 
separate function «Main::initShapes()» is 
created, which contains all of the “graphic 
information”, i.e. the initialization of all 
figures, the classes of which had also been 
implemented in the  shapes.h., is carried out 
within the framework  of the function. The 
relevant example is presented in the 
following code fragment.  

Generating outside objects 



Based on all the data that has been 
read and generated the title and 
source files of the corresponding 

class are created.   

Generating classes and the code 
of the title and source files 



For the generation of simulation it turned out to be 
enough to have the main.cpp, mainwindow.cpp, 
mainwindow.h files, written beforehand, in which 
the templates define the type of the main class and 
the added title files.  When compiling the initial 
code the templates are replaced with the names of 
the classes received earlier (at the generating stage). 
This is enough for the double-flow simulation, 
which can later be replaced with a corresponding 
module for a multiprocessor simulation. 

Generating simulation 



At the stage of analyzing the tree, similar in 
structure, is formed for the generation of a C++ 
code, with the help of which the necessary attributes 
of compilation can be set (visualization of certain 
parts, visual validation of code recognition, 
additional flags of assembly etc.) , during the stage 
of preparation for translation. 

After that, at receiving the command for 
transformation, the final compilation takes place, 
taking into consideration all of these attributes.  

Additional attributes 



For the assembly of the translated 
project the QtCreator is used — 

cross-platform shareware integrated 
environment for work with the Qt 

framework. 

Assembly of the ready project 



With the help of the translator an initial code (except for 
the behavior pattern of agent) has been generated from 
the data of the files of the AnyLogic project (model.alp 
and others). 

 The behavior pattern of the agent must be generated from 
the diagram of conditions, however, currently the 
automation of this process has not yet been implemented.   
Therefore, a certain volume of the code had to be added 
to the generated code.  

 After the introduction of the necessary changes, a cross-
platform application, repeating the main functionality of 
the given model, was achieved as a result of the 
compilation. 

Agent code 



Given the non-interactive mode of the 
launching of the program on big 
supercomputers the collection of data and 
visualization were separated (this has to do 
with the load imbalance on clusters at various 
times of the day; as for exclusive access, it is 
simply impossible). After the recalculation of 
the model the information obtained can once 
again be visualized. 

Statistics and visualization of 
time layers 



Result of the work of the supercomputer 
program in graphic format 



At the moment of making the calculations three 
supercomputers were available to us, which were in 
the top five of the supercomputer rating of the Top-50 
supercomputers in the CIS countries. 

Supercomputers available for 
calculations 

Position 
in Top -50 

Supercomputers Nodes CPU Kernels 
RAM/ 
node 

TFlops 

1 
«Lomonosov» 

(Moscow State 
University) 

5 130 10 260 44 000 12GB 414 

4 

MVS-100K 
(Interagency 

Supercomputing 
Center of the RAS ) 

1 256 2 332 10 344 8GB 123 

5 
«Chebyshev» 

(Moscow State 
University) 

633 1 250 5 000 8GB 60 



Results 

By using supercomputing technologies and optimizing the program code 
we were able to achieve very high productivity.   

The optimization of the code and the use of C++ instead of Java allowed 
for the increase in speed of execution of the program. The model was 
tested in the following initial conditions:  1) number of agents — 20 
thousand; 2) forecasting period — 50 years. The results of the calculations 
showed that the count time of the model using ADEVS amounted to 48 
seconds using one processor, whereas the count time of the model using 
AnyLogic and a single processor amounted to 2 minutes and 32 seconds, 
which means that the development framework was chosen correctly.  

As has already been noted before, an ordinary personal computer with 
high productivity is able to carry out calculations with satisfactory speed 
with a total number of 20 thousand agents (the behavior of each is 
defined by around 20 functions). At that the average count time of one 
unit of model time (one year) amounts to around one minute. When 
dealing with a larger number of agents, 100 thousand for example, the 
computer simply “freezes”. 



Using the 1000 processors of the 
supercomputer and executing the optimized 
code, allowed to increase the number of 
agents to 100 million, and the number of 
model years to 50. At that, this enormous 
volume of research was carried out in a 
period of time, which approximately equaled 
1 minute and 30 seconds (this indicator may 
slightly vary depending on the type of 
processors used). 

Results 



Results of the modeling showed, that if the current tendencies ensue the 
population of the Siberian and the Fareast Federal Districts will 
significantly decrease, while in the Southern Federal District, on the 
contrary, there will be a significant increase in population. In addition to 
that, the modeling carried out gives reason to predict a gradual decrease 
of the GDP, as well as several other macroeconomic indicators.  

The results of the experiments carried out using the developed ABM 
revealed that the scaling of the model in itself has certain meaning. For 
example, when launching the same version of the model for 50 model 
years using the same parameters (except for the number of agents: in the 
first case there were 100 million agents, in the second – 100 thousand 
agents) the results received, that is the scaled number of agents, had a 
difference of about 4,5%. 

It can be assumed that in complex dynamic systems the same 
parameters (birth rate, life expectancy etc.) may produce different results 
depending on the size of the community. 

Results 



Time for calculating the model as a 
function of the number of processors 

(Х axes– number of processors, Y axes – time in seconds) 



Besides a common paralleling scheme that determines the model source 
code translation method, it is necessary to meet requirements baseline of up-
to-date supercomputers for which the de-facto standard is focus on MPI 
(Message Passing Interface). 

The use of Java standard environment is undesirable, because it is seldom 
available in supercomputer. 

That is why all specificity peculiar for the source environment of AnyLogic 
version and standard Java-environment, it shall be adapted to 
supercomputer, and communication between computational nodes shall be 
based on MPI standard. 

Supercomputer Technology for Agent-
oRiented Simulation 

Six people participated in the project: three specialists of the Central 
Economic and Mathematical Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences 
(V.L. Makarov, A.R. Bakhtizin, E.D. Sushko) and three researches of the 
Moscow State University (V.A. Vasenin, V.A. Roganov, V.A. Borisov). 



Already tested during paralleling of demographic model of Russia, 
the library for multi-agent modeling ADEVS declared itself quite 
well. Last ADEVS versions have some support of Java as well 
being an advantage too. 

However ADEVS designers have not implemented the parallel 
operation on supercomputer (except for OpenMP technology for 
multiprocessors that required significant finalization in part of MPI 
support in our previous work) up to now. 

Also, during paralleling of a previous, quite simple model, it was 
rewritten using C++ entirely, being superfluous: pre- and post-
processing of data, and creation of the initial status of multi-agent 
environment are not critical operations in terms of time. 
For a supercomputer, paralleling of an algorithm compute kernel 
is usually enough, i.e. in this case - population status 
recalculation phase. 



Analysis of advanced software technologies showed that integrated tooling for 
Java programs execution have been developed for the last time actively. It uses so-
called AOT (Ahead-Of-Time) compilation. 

At the same time, the result of AOT-compiler operation is a usual autonomous 
executable module that contains a machine code for a target platform. Such 
approach is used in new versions of Android operating system that, in our 
opinion, is not accidental - both for embedded systems, and for a supercomputer 
the code execution effectiveness is a key factor. Experiments with one such 
product – AOT-compiler Avian – made it possible to draw following conclusions: 

 Avian allows obtaining an autonomous executable module in the form of 
MPI-application for a supercomputer, at the same time an undirected 
additional code is implemented using C++ easily, including initialization 
and reference to MPI communication library. 

 Operating speed of the obtained software module (e.g., in classic game by 
D. Conway "Game of Life") approximately corresponds to the operating 
speed of ADEVS. 

 It allowed transferring a considerable part of work on AOT-compiler and to 
use C++ for implementation of the most necessary one leaving for ADEVS a 
niche of accelerated stages support with complicated inter-agent 
communication. 



A source, developed in AnyLogic environment model description represents 
XML-file with extension .ALP (XML-file in standard AnyLogic), that contains 
description of agents' essences of models, their parameters and rules of agents 
status recalculation during evolution. Except for ALP-description, the model is 
attached with a data file in Excel format, where numeric parameters are 
specified used both at the population formation stage, and during recalculation 
of population status. 

Technology of parallel version obtaining and 
launching 

The whole process of creation of a paralleled supercomputer version of the 
program is performed in several stages listed below. 

Input ALP-file with model description is being read by converter that 
redesigns an object representation for all described essences and rules and, 
having performed their necessary processing, forms a package of software 
modules (Java-class of the total volume several thousand lines) containing 
all significant information. At the same time, agents variables are 
transformed into classes fields, and rules of agents response to events - into 
corresponding methods. 

1 



Input Excel-file with source parameters of the model is converted into the 
source Java text (also having the volume of several thousand lines) to 
provide for the immediate access to model parameters at every node of a 
supercomputer. In other words, external set of model parameters becomes 
a constituent part of the executable module for a supercomputer. Formed 
software modules together with a developed code of emulation of used 
AnyLogic environment functions are compiled and configured into 
machine code for a target supercomputer.  

Executable module, at the same time, is completely autonomous, and 
during launching it takes severl key parameters only in the command line. 
For example, launch of the model with a million of agents for 20 years on 12 
computational nodes is executed by the following command:: 

Output data, at the same time, is collected from computational nodes in the 
process of calculation, population key characteristics and total calculation 
time are preserved in the log and printed upon launch end: 

 $ mpirun -np 12 -x Population=1000000 rt.Main 

[0]: totalNumberPeople = 990221 
[0]: * * * Total stages time: 21.173s * * * 

2 

3 

4 



For the first experiments with a parallel version of a simplified demographic 
model they used a fragment of the laboratory computational cluster with 12 
computational kernels and total volume of random access memory 96 Gigabytes. 
With such configuration RAM accommodates 60 million of agents easily that 
allows simulating population growth dynamics within a small country. 

Comparative results of models operating speed 

Agents Seconds 

25 000 2.5 

50 000 4.7 

100 000 17.6 

200 000 52.7 

400 000 194 

1 000 000 766 

Table 1 
original version, 1 computational kernel (8 Gigabytes RAM) 

A parallel version was tested on multi-core processor as well. Results of 
measurements of operating time of the model original and parallel version are 
shown in tables. 



Kernels Quarters Agents Seconds 

4 12 1 000 000 50 

4 40 1 000 000 30 

4 40 2 000 000 75 

4 20 4 000 000 344 

Table 2 
parallel version, 4 computational kernels 

Kernels Quarters Agents Seconds 

12 12 1 000 000 21 

12 24 1 000 000 12 

12 24 10 000 000 516 

12 60 10 000 000 303 

12 300 10 000 000 132 

12 300 30 000 000 585 

12 300 50 000 000 1 371 

12 300 60 000 000 1 833 

Table 3 
12 computational kernels Core i7, 96 Gigabytes RAM 



The main positive moment of the developed approach to paralleling 
of models designed in AnyLogic environment is automation of 
their supercomputer versions creation. It simplifies development 
considerably, because in most cases, after insignificant modification 
of the source model, it does not require finalization of rules of 
transformation into executable module for a supercomputer. 

Conclusions and development prospects 
of the technology developed 

This approach is expendable in part of used source language and 
software-hardware platform. Besides already successfully tested 
execution platforms Avian and ADEVS, one can develop other, 
lower level means for agents status recalculation state acceleration, 
and in prospect consider an issue of using such hardware 
accelerators as Xeon Phi and NVidia CUDA. 



The used technology of inter-nodal communication by 
means of active communication technology makes it 
possible, whenever required, to implement easily both 
interactive simulation, and interactive visualization of 
simulation process within estimated time. However, it is 
possible only if a supercomputer is available in a burst mode 
- for example, a compact personal supercomputer will be 
used. 

The main topical question remaining is a question of 
maximum achievable effectiveness of paralleling in case of 
mass communication of agents being in different 
computational nodes of a supercomputer. 

Conclusions and development prospects 
of the technology developed 



Therefore, effectiveness of the parallel version depends directly 
on that part of inter-agent communication that requires transfer 
of large data volume between computational nodes.. 

It is quite evident that if every agent communicates actively 
with all other agents, the productivity will be low in view of 
extensional inter-nodal traffic. Nevertheless, even in such 
unfavorable case, a supercomputer makes it possible to 
accelerate simulation considerably, when a model is launched 
either repeatedly (for statistics) or with different parameters. 
In other extreme case – when almost all communications are 
localized in terms of geographic location of agents - 
effectiveness of paralleling will be good. 
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Thank you for your 
attention 


